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                The EU has reached political agreement for a unified patent system, more than 40 years after the idea was first mooted. In December, the European Parliament voted positively on proposals to establish a unitary patent for Europe, promising an end to the current expensive and Byzantine system that small biotechs must navigate to fully protect their intellectual property (IP).
At present, a patent granted by the European Patent Office (EPO) in Munich must be translated into the language of each country in which it is to be validated and then registered at the respective national patent office. In future, patents written in English, French or German will automatically be valid in each of the 25 countries that are signing up to be part of the new scheme. Translation costs, which Nick Wallin, partner and patent attorney at the London law firm Withers & Rogers, says are â‚¬8,000â€“10,000 ($10,600â€“13,200) per language for a 100-page patent, will drop as will the cost of litigation. â€œThe cost of enforcement is a huge issue; if you reduce that cost and make it easier for everyone, the value of your patents goes up,â€� adds Wallin.
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